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ABSTRACT

1

While great strides are made in the field of search and recommendation, there are still challenges and opportunities to address information access issues that involve solving tasks and accomplishing
goals for a wide variety of users. Specifically, we lack intelligent
systems that can detect not only the request an individual is making (what), but also understand and utilize the intention (why) and
strategies (how) while providing information. Many scholars in the
fields of information retrieval, recommender systems, productivity
(especially in task management and time management), and artificial intelligence have recognized the importance of extracting and
understanding people’s tasks and the intentions behind performing
those tasks in order to serve them better. However, we are still
struggling to support them in task completion, e.g., in search and
assistance, it has been challenging to move beyond single-query
or single-turn interactions. The proliferation of intelligent agents
has opened up new modalities for interacting with information,
but these agents will need to be able to work more intelligently
in understanding the context and helping the users at task level.
This tutorial will introduce the attendees to the issues of detecting,
understanding, and using task and task-related information in an
information episode (with or without active searching). Specifically,
it will cover several recent theories, models, and methods that show
how to represent tasks and use behavioral data to extract task information. It will then show how this knowledge or model could
contribute to addressing emerging retrieval and recommendation
problems.

“A wealth of information creates a poverty of attention." – this statement by renowned economist and psychologist Herbert A. Simon
from 1971 is perhaps even more fitting today as we are drenched
in the sea of information on one hand, but lack tools and support
for going beyond retrieving relevant information and meet higher
level goals of solving problems and making decisions. While great
strides are made in the field of search and recommendation, there
are still challenges and opportunities to address information access issues that involve solving tasks and accomplishing goals for
a wide variety of users. Specifically, we lack intelligent systems
that can detect not only the request an individual is making (what),
but also understand and utilize the intention (why) and strategies
(how) while providing information. Many scholars in information
retrieval (IR) and beyond have recognized the importance of extracting and understanding user’s task and the intention behind
doing that task in order to serve them better [26, 27, 35], but we are
still struggling to get out of single-query or single-turn interactions.
The proliferation of intelligent agents has opened up new modality
for interacting with information, but these agents will need to be
able to work more intelligently in understanding the context and
helping the people at the task level. Several events have taken place
over the past few years around this topic (e.g., [4, 16, 19]) (PAIR
Workshop, 2020; WICRS Workshop, 2020), indicating continual and
increased interest by scholars, but also highlighting the need to do
more in this important area.
As outlined in Section 3, while there has been growing interest
in this area as reflected in the scholarly outcomes and events over
the last few years, an educational effort such as a tutorial has been
missing. We aim to address this by delivering a half-day tutorial
on task-based search and intelligent assistance that informs and
inspires the attendees to go beyond addressing single-turn retrieval
and recommendation problems to connecting these processes to
searcher context and the task at hand.
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MOTIVATION

OBJECTIVES

Following are the learning objectives to be addressed in this tutorial:
• Recognize situations where task knowledge can be useful in
fulfilling a person’s need and in helping them complete their
current task.
• Discuss various methods to extract task information (both from
log data and in real-time), including the topic (what), people’s
strategies and processes (how), and their intentions (why).
• Describe various types of task support offered by search engines, digital assistants, and task management applications.
• Outline different evaluation metrics for assessing the performance of intelligent systems.
• Identify challenges and opportunities in making progress in
this area and the role that the IR community can play.

3

RELEVANCE TO THE IR COMMUNITY

This section covers how the proposed topic is relevant to the IR
community, along with how it has been positioned and studied over
the years in the literature. The section also provides pointers to
some of the relevant events in the recent past in this space.

3.1

Related Research

Information search and retrieval systems are a significant component of advanced intelligent assistance. People’s interactions
with search systems are often motivated by tasks that emerge from
evolving, continuous problematic situations [5, 6]. Understanding
a searcher’s intention and task for asking a question could provide
a general framework for conceptualizing different contexts and situations of information needs that drive people to seek information
using different information systems. Although search and retrieval
systems have evolved, they became more advanced in suggesting
useful queries, and providing personalized search results, especially
in fact-finding and navigational search tasks [37], their algorithmic processes are still limited in retrieving information supporting
complex and intellectually challenging tasks [16]. Thus, often, current information systems fail to provide information relevant to
achieve searchers’ complex task goals, or are unable to suggest
useful queries to exclude or execute next in order to retrieve Web
pages containing useful information for searchers’ tasks.
Rooted in cognitive perspective, task-based approach in information seeking and retrieval emerged within the interactive IR
(IIR) community with studies conducted by Vakkari [35] and Ingwersen and Järvelin [18], which consider tasks in the design of
IR systems to find out for what purposes the system is used [28]
and thus provides implications for IR system design to personalize
information according to the task at hand. Based on a series of
empirical works, Vakkari [35] developed a general framework of
task-based information searching which consists of three stages:
pre-focus, focus formulation, and post-focus.
Many studies have investigated and identified various aspects
of task and especially interactive nature of search tasks. Bates’ [3]
berrypicking model showed the interactive process of searching.
The aim of task-based studies is to investigate the relationships
between task characteristics and information seeking behaviors by
recognizing and understanding the nature of different tasks and
goals and designing IR systems which can support accomplishment
of a variety of such tasks and goals. Here, the task is a multi-level
information seeking process in which people need information to
achieve a goal to fulfill the task (e.g., [10, 28, 29, 34]). Many existing task models (e.g., [11, 20, 22]) have investigated and identified
searchers’ tasks as static and overarching goals that motivate search
actions.
Different characteristics or facets of tasks [22] influence people’s
interaction with intelligent systems, for example, when a searcher
searches for information using a search engine [24]. Search tasks are
influenced by the work task or everyday life task that drives them
to seek information or are associated with a problematic situation
[9]. Also, accomplishing more complex tasks require more complex
actions that are manifested throughout the session because complex
tasks take longer to complete or require more queries.
Apart from task, existing studies in IR segment information seeking behaviors into various levels of explicit and implicit signals.

While performing tasks, searchers’ actions are also driven by intentions and can be well-defined or ill-defined [18]. These studies have
indicated that there is a close association between searchers’ performance of a task and the information need, the search strategies
employed, and the assessment of document relevance and utility.
Thus, an understanding of searchers’ information seeking goals
at the task level is essential to improve intelligent systems because
different searchers have different needs and intentions; they face
different problems in different situations. The usefulness or relevance of the information for a searcher may vary based on that
searcher’s specific situation or the context in which the information
is needed or used. As the information searching session progresses,
a searcher interacts with new information, which may change their
state of knowledge, thus changing their needs and usefulness of
documents. As a result, without considering the evolving nature of
dynamic tasks, the recommendations provided by a search system
may not be useful to a searcher in their current situation.
In recent years, advanced machine learning and deep learning
model-based recommendations have made enormous progress and
somewhat succeeded in solving these problems [12]. By extracting
meaningful latent factors from highly diverse and complex heterogeneous data, deep learning models such as matrix factorization,
auto-encoders, memory networks, neural networks with collaborative filtering can achieve better recommendations [17, 23]. Furthermore, incorporating structure-based or feature-based knowledge
graphs with a sequential learning or alternative learning approaches
into a recommendation system have been shown to improve its
performance [36]. Reinforcement learning-based approaches leverage feedback generated from people’s continuously evolving interactions with the system, along with historical data, to generate
recommendations [41].
Beyond search, tasks pervade almost every aspect of our daily
work and personal lives [2]. They involve different activities, have
different constraints, and take different amounts of time to complete.
Some tasks can be completed quickly, while others take much longer,
sometimes spanning several days or weeks. Task management applications such as Microsoft To Do, Google Tasks, and Todoist
help people track their pending and completed tasks. Studies have
found that users of these and similar systems would benefit from
assistance with many aspects of task management, especially task
planning [8]. Scheduling and prioritizing tasks are both challenging
[27]. There has been some recent progress in task intelligence, in
areas such as discovering digital assistant capabilities [38], estimating how long tasks will take to complete [39], and automatically
tracking task status over time [40].

3.2

Related Events

Several workshops have been held in the space of task-based IR.
Many of these workshops have focused on search interactions,
searcher intents and tasks in information search, including CHI
2012 workshop on End-user Interactions with Intelligent Systems [33]
organized by Simone Stumpf, Margaret Burnett, Volkmar Pipek,
and Weng-Keen Wong, and the Second Strategic Workshop on Information Retrieval in Lorne (SWIRL) [1]. In 2012, Birger Larsen,
Christina Lioma, and Arjen de Vries organized Task-based and Aggregated Search Workshop [21], which focused on the challenges of
task-based and aggregated search such as, the mismatch between

search interface and specialized task-based functionalities, the lack
of homogeneous systems to support different tasks, and so on. One
of the significant contributions of this early workshop was that it
identified how and to what extent a domain-specific search and
recommendation systems could be developed to support task level
activities. Participants also discussed how a retrieval system should
be modified in order to provide better support for task-based search.
In the same year, Nicholas Belkin, Charles Clarke, Ning Gao, Jaap
Kamps, and Jussi Karlgren organized the SIGIR 2012 Workshop on
“Entertain Me" Supporting Complex Search Tasks [7]. The interactive
workshop hosted by ACM and SIGIR brought together researchers
from different backgrounds in fostering potential solutions to problems faced by searchers with complex information needs. Aiming
to support searchers during their entire search sessions when interactively solving a complex task, the workshop explored many
aspects of interactive information systems such as complex search
episodes, queries, exploratory search, understanding of search context, and finally, how to incorporate task and searcher context into
an information system.
In another SIGIR workshop on Modeling User Behavior for Information Retrieval Evaluation [13], participants examined ways to
model search intent based on queries. They also identified problems
with the use of queries as a proxy for search intent and brainstormed
better solutions. In the first and second workshops on Supporting
Complex Search Tasks organized by Maria Gade, Mark Hall, Hugo
Huurdeman, Jaap Kamps, Marijn Koolen, Mette Skov, Elaine Toms,
David Walsh [14], and Nick Belkin, Toine Bogers, Jaap Kamps, Diane Kelly, Marjin Koolen, and Emine Yilmaz [4] respectively in 2015
and 2017 also prepared to initiate an interdisciplinary dialogues
among researchers from information retrieval, information behavior, human-computer interaction, and computer science addressing
many task-related open research questions. Participants tackled
issues related to six aspects of information seeking – context, tasks,
heterogeneous sources and search process, UI and UX, and evaluation of systems. The workshops were helpful in fostering new
collaborations among different communities to address these issues.
A more recent workshop hosted at WSDM 2018 and organized
by Rishabh Mehrotra, Ahmed H. Awadallah, and Emine Yilmaz on
Learning from User Interactions [25] focused on task-based intelligent systems, more specifically at six related topics – user needs and
tasks understanding, user modeling and personalization, metrics
and evaluation, user interaction processes and context, intelligent
interface design and applications. The workshop attracted participants from IR, human factors, ubiquitous computing, data mining,
and other related domains. The Task Intelligence Workshop [16],
organized by Ahmed H. Awadallah, Mark Sanderson, Cathal Gurring, and Ryen White focused on various topic related to tasks in
the context of system development including areas such search
assistance, personalization, and recommendation.

4

FORMAT AND SCHEDULE

This will be a half-day tutorial with the following tentative schedule:
• Hour-1: Introduction and discussion with examples and situations where task knowledge is important in understanding and
addressing user needs. These will come from various domains
including intelligent assistants, e-commerce, and health. This
will be followed by discussing some of the recent and seminal

works on frameworks and models around task identification and
representation, within and beyond the IR community.
• Hour-2: Deeper dive into current methods for using behavioral
and other signals to extract aspects of a task. These aspects include the nature of the search (e.g., exploratory, fact-finding) and
the nature of the outcome expected (e.g., intellectual, productbased), among other things.
• Hour-3: Discussion on various methods for evaluating taskbased search and assistance systems. Specifically, thinking through
questions such as the following:
(1) How do we measure user satisfaction?
(2) How do we determine task progress and task completion?
(3) How do we assess the performance of systems supporting
zero-query retrieval and/or recommendations?
Importantly, to help ground the discussion, we will frame the
tutorial content in terms of real-world task support currently offered
by search systems, intelligent assistants, and task management
applications. For instance, we will discuss how task knowledge
could be essential and integrative in being able to develop a multiturn conversational search system.

5

MATERIAL

The following material will be made available to tutorial attendees
to help them make the most of their participation and experience.
• Presentation slides
• Annotated bibliography on task-based search and assistance
These items will be shared through GitHub, with the link provided to attendees during the tutorial and shared with the community afterwards.
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